
A HISTORY OF THE PERSIAN GULF WAR AND THE OCCUPATION OF

KUWAIT BY IRAQ

The Gulf War (2 August â€“ 28 February ), codenamed Operation Desert Shield (2 On 2 August the Iraqi Army invaded
and occupied Kuwait, which was met . The US sent aerial refuelling planes and combat ships to the Persian Gulf in ..
Iraq to one of the most intensive air bombardments in military history.

The men, all of them nearly without exception Kurdish, were transported out of the city and held in vast
compounds without charge or trial under harsh conditions, although they were neither interrogated nor
tortured. These incidents would later result in no-fly zones in both the North and the South. In fact, Hussein
was free to turn his attention to suppressing internal Shiite and Kurd revolts, which the U. The Uprising In
Iraq In the immediate wake of Iraq's withdrawal from Kuwait, a new human rights crisis unfolded, this time in
war-ravaged Iraq itself. The special rapporteur noted "significant and repeated allegations" regarding Kurds
from Arbil who had returned under the April amnesty and "were detained, On August 28, Iraq declared that
Kuwait had become its nineteenth province. When they invaded, they rounded up doctors and nurses, tied their
hands and blindfolded them. Meanwhile, General H. One of the seven arrested returned alive on February 20;
one, Nasser Hamza Ali, is missing; and the other five were killed in detention. Strong warnings reportedly
were issued to the Iraqi authorities on March 7 against the use of chemical weapons during the unrest, but the
Administration equivocated about the Iraqi military's use of helicopter gunships against civilians. In a
televised speech on March 16, Saddam Hussein blamed the Iran-Iraq war for the deferral of the political
reforms originally pledged in  Starting in the last months of , family visits were allowed. President G. The
planes were accompanied by troops sent by NATO allies as well as Egypt and several other Arab nations,
designed to guard against a possible Iraqi attack on Saudi Arabia. Continued resistance to weapons inspections
led to bombing raids against Iraq, and trade sanctions imposed on Iraq remained in place, albeit with an
emphasis on military-related goods until the second Gulf conflict. On January 23, Iraq began dumping
approximately 1 million tons of crude oil into the gulf, causing the largest oil spill in history. Under Article 3,
parties must support Iraq's territorial integrity and national unity, effectively foreclosing the legalization of any
Kurdish party that uses nonviolent means to advocate separatism or an independent Kurdish state. Uprisers
overwhelmed the government forces who had sought refuge in the headquarters of the dreaded security service
mudiriyat al-amn , capturing and summarily executing agents of the security forces and freeing prisoners held
in grim cells. Third, the missile attacks against both Israel and Saudi Arabia came amid an outpouring of Iraqi
rhetoric apparently designed to terrorize the civilian population of those countries. McPeak acknowledged this
at a press briefing in March: "Some of these were actually launched against military targets. Captain Abed said
many of the victims had their throats cut and bodies burned by the insurgents, while Shiite mobs ransacked
their houses and stole food supplies. The Iraqi occupying forces reacted ruthlessly to the growing threat of an
allied attack after war was authorized by U. The entire world â€” especially the oil hungry states of the United
States, Europe and Japan â€” saw such an oil monopoly as very dangerous. Members of the Kuwaiti royal
family escaped to Saudi Arabia where they appealed for international support. Sensing defeat, rebel leaders
urged the population to leave before the army attempted to enter the city. As the government forces closed in
on a city, thousands of civilians began to flee, terrorized by the indiscriminate shelling and fearful of the
vengeance that Iraqi troops would wreak. In Kuwait, Iraq increased its occupation forces to some , troops. In
other cities, the rebels ousted the security forces with little difficulty. They had achieved full control of the city
by the next morning. On January 17, at the start of the Desert Storm military operation, a member of the
Kuwaiti resistance fired at Iraqi soldiers operating an anti-aircraft gun placed on top of a school building that
was also being used as an Iraqi command post. After the massive roundup of Kurdish men, Iraqi troops began
demolishing houses in Kurdish neighborhoods, using dynamite and bulldozers. Kurds who attempted to return
to the city in April were turned back at checkpoints that had been set up outside the city. The invasion was
also closely tied to other events in the Middle East. The office of the U. By January, the coalition forces
prepared to face off against Iraq numbered some ,, including , U. One refugee interviewed by Middle East
Watch in London saw a column of twenty tanks on March 8 coming from al-'Ashar toward the city center,
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with three children tied to the lead tank. Citation Information.


